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Sol Kjøk, Book of Swells

The Nordic Museum of Drawing, 

Laholm. Through August 31 

After two years of operation, the Nordic 

Museum of Drawing feels comfortable 

enough in its role as the Mecca of the art 

of drawing that time has come to present 

artists residing outside the Nordic 

countries. First woman out within this 

extended vision is Sol Kjøk, who 

certainly is Norwegian by birth, but has 

lived in New York for many years, 

actively exhibiting her work in museums 

and contemporary art centers both in the 

US and Europe. 

And to be sure, the approximately fifty 

works she shows are well worth seeing. 

Admiring. Being amazed by. To date, I 

have yet to see its equivalent, or 

anything that even comes close to, her 

truly original – and extraordinarily 

accomplished – artistic production.  

Yet, if pressed for comparisons, I 

would have to point to the 

astonishing feats of circus acrobats 

on the one hand, and to Maurits 

Escher, Oscar Reuterswärd and 

other creators of impossible figures 

on the other. In other words: Sol

Kjøk composes “impossible” 

figures of human bodies, of 

acrobats who seem as muscular as 

they are “jointless”.

But what really distinguishes          
a drawing from a painting? Except 

for the fact that certain “authorized” 

drawings may be executed in blue 

and red chalk just as well as in ink, 

charcoal and crayon, the answer 

seems self-evident: the color (of 

course).

However, faced with Sol Kjøk’s 

works, one begins to doubt. Several of 

her images probably should/ought to 

be, by virtue of their colors, defined as 

paintings, Not without hesitation 

however, and thoughts immediately 

run to the old 16th century battle 

between the so-called “Poussinistes”, 

who revered academic art and the 

superiority of the line, and the 

“Rubenistes”, who considered color 

the alpha and omega of art. 

That Kjøk belongs to the Poussiniste 

camp of art seems a given, and this to 

such an extent that not only is color 

inferior to line here (such as in colored 

drawings), but its exclusive function 

seems to be to accentuate the line – 

this line that in Kjøk’s art so 
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«...so dazzlingly accomplished that 

you all but miss the fact that Sol 

Kjøk’s work also holds existential 

questions.

marvelously renders bodies that it would leave 

academy professors of anatomy and figure 

drawing speechless – if it hasn’t already!

But let it be said that Sol Kjøk – whether she 

uses color or not – is a draftsperson with a clear 

sense for the expressive qualities of color and 

with roots firmly embedded in the centuries old 

figurative tradition of European art.

If you only look at the line and not at the 

drawings’ figuratively ”impossible” content, 

names line up like beads on a string:

Schongauer, Dürer, Pollaiuolo, Leonardo da 

Vinci, and from our own times, Picasso and 

Matisse.

However, all of this is “only” the 

technical aspect of Sol Kjøk’s art. In 

terms of content – with the exception of 

the above mentioned associations to 

acrobats and impossible figures – the 

imagery only refers to itself.

In her studio, Kjøk has acrobats and gymnasts 

pose; she places them in anatomically  

demanding positions, coaches them to execute 

equilibristic balancing acts and photographs 

them. She then cuts up the photographs and 

creates collages that subsequently serve as a basis 

for her drawings.

In large and smaller works, Kjøk depicts 

muscular, well-built and naked, but totally 

unerotic, men and women who crawl up in balls, 

interlace in melees that become globes of human 

bodies; playing, dancing, embracing, wrestling, 

jumping, bouncing, winding and entwining 

themselves in a twirl of limbs.

Mostly in the shape of contour drawings in 

blue with fine shadings suggesting muscles 

and shadows, the renderings are further 

accentuated by red accents: small balls, strings 

of beads, and hair braids whose function is not 

ornamental, but to reinforce the rhythm.

And in certain drawings, she uses, as mentioned, 

color.  

It is expertly done. So dazzlingly accomplished 

that you all but miss the fact that Sol Kjøk’s work 

also holds existential questions with a full range of 

feelings spanning from safety-seeking anxiety and 

fear, to protective love and joy of life.
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